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Fake novel your own tsundere guide

Adventure twitter.com/sugoi_...Page 2twitter.com/sugoi_... Fake Novel: Your Own Tsundere – In this game you have the opportunity to become part of a Japanese anime with bright graphics, visual effects and exciting mini-games to build relationships with a Japanese girl. This app will provide you with daily challenges with the main task - to find a key to the girl's soul. For well-
held conversations and dating, you'll get coins that can be exchanged for some presentations for the lady. In addition, you can use coins to change his appearance. So if you want to entertain yourself by caring about Tsundere and strengthening your ability to be patient, this game is just for you! Fake novel: Tsundere itself 0.98.7.6.2 Description Fake novel: Tsundere himself
(closed name: studio.sugoi.fake_novelette.girl_simulator.tsundere) was developed by Sogway Studios and the latest version of the fake novel: Tsundere itself was updated 0.98.7.6.2 on October 29, 2020. Fake novel: Tsundere is himself in the adventure category. You can check out all the apps from the fake novel developer: your Tsundere. Now the app is for free. The app can
be downloaded on Android 4.1+ on APKFab or Google Play. All APK/XAPK files are APKFab.com original and 100% secure with fast downloads. Are you dreaming of having a girlfriend? You want to touch a delicate woman's hand and go on a rilising? Well... Here she is - her daughter pocket sized! His only name is Tsonder, and his character is fixed by his name - it's unbearable.
So at the beginning of your relationship you can only talk to him and insult him in a funny way, but then ... Patience will be rewarded! (Just like real life...) Talk to him, play with him, discuss anime, role-playing, and then you melt the ice in the heart of Tsonder Chan and reveal the nature of his sensual valley. Features: · Colorful animation and visual effects · Opportunity to dress
Up Wifu in various cosplay outfits (along with a wide selection of lenses and wigs) · Girl Feelings sounded by Japanese seiyū · Funny mini-game that improves your attitude towards you · Unique combination of a visual novel, clicker and dating simulation · Just the juiciest cliché: Tsundere-сhan your childhood friend, an academy student and member of a powerful tribe · What are
you waiting for in English entirely? Become the hero of shonen games - win the beautiful girl's heart in an adventure full of references to contemporary Japanese culture: ranobe, anime and menga! Complete daily adventures and overcome obstacles in the way of love. You want something more? Collect all achievements and appear at the top of the scoreboard. ! Attention! In real
life, girls' reactions about your actions may be different from those of our story. What about the PS? Is Tsonder a kind of personality, not a name? Yeah, we know... Search for information about this in the game! Don't forget the game is Developed now and we are open to your ideas and suggestions - just write to us. Fake Novel: Tsundere itself 0.98.7.6.2 New update dateNew
color systemNew Dark MagicNew action new show makeupUpdate backgrounds wardrobe movie scaleFix mistakes Read more Do you dream of having a girlfriend? You want to touch the woman's hand and go on a go on a go? Well... Here she -yourown pockets the size of the girl! His only name is Tsonder, and Hersonalithy tolerates his name - it's unbearable. So,
atthebeginning out your relationship you can only talk to him in a funny way, but then ... The patience will come! (Just like real life...) Talk to him, play with him, argue, play the part, and then you melt the ice in the heart of Tsonder Chan and reveal the nature of his sensual valley. Features:· Colorful animation and visual effects · Opportunity todressthe waifu up in various cosplay
outfits (along with choices across lenses and wigs) · Girl's feelings with the voice of aJapanese seiyū · Funny mini-game that improves your attitude towards you · Unique combination of a visual novel, clicker anddatingsimulation · Only the most juicy cliché: Tsundere-сhan isyourchildhood friend, an A-student of the Academy and the member ofapowerful clan · What are you
waiting for in English entirely? Become the hero of shonen games - win the beautiful girl hearts on an adventure full of resources to contemporary Japanese culture: ranobe, anime and menga! Complete daily adventures and obstacles in the way of love. You want something more? Collect achievements and appear at the top of the scoreboard. ! Attention! Real life, girls' reactions
to your actions may be indifferent to those in our story. What about the PS? Tsonder is Anpersonalithip, not a name? Yeah, we know... Search for information about this in the game! Don't forget that the game has already been developed and we are open to your ideas and suggestions -justwrite to us. Us.
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